Department of Journalism  
Oct. 22, 2018

Attending: Barnett, Basu, Bridis, Calvert, Chance, Foley, Freeman, Hernandez, Kaplan, LoMonte, Lowe, McAdams, Rodgers, Sheehan, Spiker, Waddell, Walsh-Childers

Meeting opened, 9:35 a.m.

Minutes from previous meeting approved.

Computer upgrades set for 3028 and 3324

Advisory Council recap.

Media literacy class: discussion about course outside of college. Question: who would teach it? Graham Center civics class; Barnett suggested day or week in that class. LoMonte talked about Media Mastery class in first-year Florida experience. He suggested collaboration with College of Education. (Small group to work on this. LoMonte to head up discussion.)

Waddell and Lowe gave search updates (review apps starting Nov. 1 for tenure-track; ad almost done for lecturer/TV-digital).

LoMonte talked about idea of getting students to Tallahassee to cover state legislature. Several people will be meeting about it, including Bridis, Basu, LoMonte, Mira Lowe.

Spiker updated on assessment, SLOs, courses in the UCC.

Sheehan updated on curricular integration of TEL-news and JOU and other curricular issues.

Meeting adjourned.

Respectfully submitted,

Ted Spiker